By George Ramos
Wednesday Editor

Informed sources claim that Joe Harper, football assistant
at the University of Colorado, has been named Cal
Poly's new head football coach.

Harper, 34 years of age, was on the final list of five
candidates, who were interviewed by President Kennedy.

When reached, President Kennedy would not make no
ment to the reports. He said, "At this particular period,
there are a couple of steps left in the process, which
makes it impossible for me to comment."

President Kennedy referred to, in the procedure of
appointing a new coach, that there was no assurance that
the new coach would be able to complete the season.

"I don't think it is possible to make an
announcement by Friday," he said.

"However, the fact that there was 84-year of age, was on the final list of five
candidates, who were interviewed by President Kennedy.

Walsh, head coach and general manager of the San Jose
State Icubs, said that he was impressed with:

"Walsh noted. "That interview showed that they have
a realistic approach to athletics."

"I think Cal Poly has a realistic approach to
athletics," Walsh said. "The administration is trying
to develop the school's athletic program and
provide better facilities for the students."
Students show support for U.S. in Vietnam

PITTSBURGH (AP) — Students at Duquesne University and the University of Pittsburgh endorsed the United States position in Southeast Asia today, said officials of the University of Pittsburgh press association for the United States, and the University of Pittsburgh press association in Vietnam.

The group was invited to the Educational Institute of Philosophy and Business Administration, with an enrollment of 500. A film and dress created by the SPC at "The International" showed that the students held the course "The International" and showed their peers in front of the Federal Building.

"Patriotism is not dead," one of the students said. "If you want to fight, be free, and do it in the open, by your parent, or guardian board, by your strength, or by your desire to contest the world."

The purpose of the show is to show what the Camera Club has done, said officials.

He went on to say that the Camera Club will show their skills, flowers around the campus, touch scenes, and pictures of Luis Obispo. There will also be slides.

Some of the pictures will be in color, but the majority will be in black and white. All of the black and white prints-giving and developing has been done by the members of the Camera Club.

The exhibit will also include some art photography, Scott said.

TUXEDO RENTAL HEADQUARTERS

order now for

MILITARY BALL

COLLEGE III

SHOP

787 Higuera
San Luis Obispo

A&W Root Beer

DENNIS THE MENACE—Hank Ketcham

Art's Gallery

The drive, sponsored by the Applied Arts Council, will last from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

The next College Hoar Concert is expected to visit the Health Center Friday to participate in the annual health drive.

The show opened by the Applied Arts Council, will be held from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

A form can be mailed to the exhibit. But if you are under 17, you'll need an adult's permission, another person's permission, or your parent, guardian, board, by your strength, or by your desire to contest the world.

Any student, faculty or staff member, and the dependents are eligible for membership when it is needed.

For those interested in entering the college.

An in-depth literature tour of precision hardware and sand the coupon today, it will tell you facts about us.
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45 minutes service
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From concept
to hardware...

that's how we do it at AResearch/Los Angeles!
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Your field of interest, and the course today, will tell us something about you in advance of an on-campus interview. In return, we'll learn more about your facts about us.

Address inquiries to Mr. Tom Watson, AResearch Manufacturing Division, 9019 Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90029.

Campus interviews will be held on February 6.
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You've Got to be Kidding!

by John Drexler
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**Pencil Sprint**

**EDITOR'S NOTE:** This is a feature submitted to me by Steve Chestnut, basketball coach, in hopes ofexpressing his feelings to the student body and hopefully stimulating some interest in our team which has five home games left. It is my hope that this will stimulate us, and do their part to get out and help support our basketball team.

---

Dear Don,

John Wooner's philosophy includes the following: "Basketball should always be high when you have done your best. There is no reason to react for being justly satisfied at victory or unfairly depressed by defeat."

I subscribe to this philosophy. At this point in time, I feel we have done our best. There is no reason to react for the reason that we have done our best. We have always come up short again and again when, with little more effort, we could have turned a defeat into a victory. Enthusiasm has a way of shaking the good physical states. No player or coach can possibly be at his best when mental flabbiness occurs in practice of games. We have had more than our share of this kind and I feel that that has had a crippling effect on us.

The second round of the CCAA is on us. We faced poorly in the first round and are most likely out of championship contention. However, we are going to make every effort to overcome some of the problems that have beset us. In an effort to make a good showing of the rest of the way, we play five of our conference games at home.

We do not have to make the home game an offensive down¬ward. We did our part when our opponent was making a few personal changes. There is no individual glory in defeat. Any player is Responsible if he is not contributing to the total team effort.

After visiting schools all over the state the past two years I feel qualified to state that school spirit at Cal Poly for basketball, at least in the west end of the state. It's possible that our play has not merited active support. However, Cal Poly at Pomona, with a record similar to our own, is at the top in my evaluation of student bodies who support their team.

I am rather thoroughly convinced that those who have the players at an average or better have done their best. We can have no complaints of about our team. We are a team and its coaches will do their very best toward sal¬vaging what is left from our disappointing season. I plan to hold my head high.

Sincerely submitted,
Steve Chestnut
Head basketball Coach

---

**Matmen bow to Portland**

Oregon State University was the last step on the wrestler's match schedule involving the Matmen. It proved to be tough enough for the Mustangs.

Although the Mustangs lost it, 0-26, they didn't walk away with anything as the score was always close.

Jr. Tyszka, still flattening the fix as well as our other teams, un¬doubtedly will be in the line-up for the ACS title. There are only two decisions to be made up to a point total. Nancy Woods took her 10-4 straight win with a 7-6 decision. A 0-0 decision had a big decision, but John Woods followed with a 4-3. Cal. Pu. has his ex¬pectant as neither rocked up any points. The score the Mustangs at 0-0 definitely disheartened the Mustangs. The score of the heavyweight bout cost Greg Barnett to be placed with 4-0 gone in the lead.

---

**TRW is success by association**

In the fast moving Computer Sciences, from Los Angeles to Houston to Washington, young people are making things happen at TRW.

---

**TRW CAMPUS INTERVIEWS**

Thursday, February 8, 1968